
DIAGNOSTIC AND MAINTENANCE CONTROL SUBCOMMITTEE 
10-C MEETING 

Bozeman, MT 
August 17-19, 2010 

1. Proposed 10-C Agenda 

• Call to Order 
• Approval of Agenda 
• Reports 

o Chair's report 
o Secretary's report 
o Liaison Reports (CS, I&M, AES) 
o Brief Presentations: Converting information models to OWL, SAE 

Standards 
• Ballot Status Review 

o P1636.2 
• P1232 AI-ESTATE 

o OID Discussion  
o Ballot Resolution 

• P1636 SIMICA 
o P1636.99  
o P1636.1 

• SCC20 Common Discussion 
• Final Discussions on All Topics 
• Review Old Action Items 
• Review New Action Items 
• Set Agenda for 10-D Meeting 
• Adjourn 

 

Tuesday, August 17, 2010 

The meeting was called to order by John Sheppard @ 0920.  

Mike Seavey reported on the rules of participants and related Patent Links. 

Chair’s Report 

The request for PAR extension was submitted and is to be discussed in the November 
REVCOM meeting. 

Secretary’s Report  

The 10-B minutes were reviewed and motion to approve by Tim.  Matilde second the 
motion.  Minutes are approved. 



Liaison Reports 

None 

Brief Presentations 

SAE Standards (Aug. 17, 2010): Tim W briefed that he was contacted by SAE.  They 
want to create an IVHM Steering Group to determine where gaps exist and create a 
roadmap.  Tim was invited to participate in this group.  Tim will report following the 
telecom with the group and will report to DMC.     

Converting information models to OWL (Aug. 18, 2010):  Montana State University 
project looking at alternative semantic languages fo representing DMC information 
models.  Shane Strasser (Graduate Student, Montana State University) briefed on the 
conversion of  DMC EXPRESS models to OWL.  There are several different types of 
OWL (Lite, DL, and Full).  OWL DL is the best of both worlds.  OWL is much looser, 
giving an impression that it allows more flexibility in its structures.  It was clarified that 
EXPRESS is more flexible.  EXPRESS has more defined Types, Entities, Attributes, 
Selects, Enumerations, Lists and Sets.   Future work is SPIN to further constrain the 
ontologies.  SPIN is an industry standard rule language which supplements  the SPARQL 
semantic web query language.  Tim W. mentioned that OWL has benefits because it is 
more accessible to mainstream programmers  and can learn and derive new properties .           

 
Minutes  
 
Ballot Status Review P1636.2:   

• Document passed, however responses to the outstanding comments will be 
provided.  Mike Seavey provided a draft of the comment/responses to be 
discussed.  Issues were captured.  Tim moves to approve ballot comments from 
ballot resolution, Tony second.  Motion passes.  
 

P1232 AI-ESTATE:  
• OID (EXPRESS Object Identifier) Discussion:  

o Can an OID be assigned to any entity or attribute?  It can be assigned to 
the standard document itself, schema, and requirements documents related 
to EXPRESS.  We can assign it anyway we want.  Defining the 
convention that will be used makes sense.  Tim asked if we want to create 
our own XML namespace naming convention or use what’s defined by 
ATML?  Will look at ATML convention for adapting see if their policy 
works for us.  If the DMC feels that it’s not suitable then it might be 
necessary to elevate to the SCC20. 

• Ballot Resolution:   
o Discussion on whether information model references use “Express 

schema”, an exchange instance references will be models.  Acronyms will 
not be used.  John needs to modify the models to address this resolution.  
When it comes time to generate the XML, John can manually do includes 



and then just post the regular schemas on the website.  On the document 
side, Alicia H. just needs the model from John and then she can see what 
else is outstanding.     

o John would like to create an action item list that will document each of the 
items still to be completed.  Tim agrees that it’s necessary to get things 
done.  Any actions still pending will be captured under Action Items and 
any deferred comments will be captured as Issue Items.  Proceeded to 
review the ballot resolution comments.   

o Mike S. suggested that in section 5.1, any valid comments pending 
resolution against this section and any of Darryl B. updates should be 
revisited to make sure they are valid updates.   

 
The meeting was recessed @ 1710. 

    
 
Minutes Wednesday August 18, 2010 

John Sheppard convened the meeting @ 0910. 

Morning started with a brief presentation on the conversion of EXPRESS to OWL given 
by Shane Strasser (Graduate Student, Montana State University).  Summary of the brief 
recorded above in “Brief Presentations” section.  

P1636.1 SIMICA Test Results:  
• Proceeded to review of SIMICA with an emphasis on Test Results Information 

Model. 
• Mike S. mentioned that for long term solution of reducing the number of elements 

we may need to subdivide the schema for different applications, each of which 
would appear in a different dot standard.    

• John, with concurrence from Tim, Tony A., and Darryl B., made changes to the 
Test Results model, file name TEST_RESULTS_MODEL_FULL_USE.  In some 
instances, there were some notes added as a reminder of items to be modified that 
need to be revisited.   

• The preTestRepairs tightened up, need to modify.   
• Need to add attributes to TestProgram. 
• Need to flesh out Configuration entity as in the XML document (datum type). 
• WorkOrder, this entity will be replaced with a reference to the new SIMICA 

Common Work Order.   
• WorkItem used to be where the WorkItemNumber used to be, therefore you can 

remove WorkItem. 
• Need to add attribute for test/actionReferenceID. 
• Need to revisit namevalue pair concept for Environmental Elements data. 
• The team moved to look at Test.  
• Limit needs to be fleshed out. 
• Moving on to review TestResult 



• Need to add an outcome and also add limits.  This raises a question as to why 
there are multiple limits. 

• Need to verify if the Indictment is different from XSD. 
• Look through the model and see what the model is saying to verify if there are 

any additional changes. 
• Tony asked about what the goal is, where we go from here. 
• In answering Tony’s question, Mike indicated that he is currently the keeper of 

the document.  Tony suggested that the focus should be to finish the models and 
that the document should be done at the end.  Mike said that from a document 
perspective, there are a couple of sections done, but would like Tony to take a 
look at it.  Mike will send the document to Tony, Tim and John.  Tony has agreed 
to take a look at it and bounce it against the models.   

• John will try to get the updates to the model done and sent out the Tony and Tim 
after AUTOTESTCON. 

• This concluded the review of Test Results portion of the meeting. 
 
 
P1232 AI-ESTATE Ballot Resolution Continuation: 

• Resumed Ballot Resolution discussion. 
• Darryl B. validated the schemas and provided feedback to John. 
• When discussing a comment “We should ensure that the RepairItem-Fault 

Relationships are consistent with the RapairItem-FunctionItem-Fault 
relationships”, it was determined that this is out of scope and will be deferred.  
Followed by a brief exchange regarding that for a fault point to a RepairItem there 
is also a fault to FunctionItem.   

• An issue was documented to address FailureDistributions and FailureRates.   
•  Darryl B. working on his action to add constraint to support synchronization of 

hierarchical levels across entity hierarchies.  He would like to discuss to see if he 
is on the right track; he is about half way done with it.  Discussed was that there 
are a lot of chain levels.  He doesn’t make sense for one set of levels for diagnosis 
to have different levels for another set of diagnosis.  Based on the priorities, John 
recommended that this be deferred for consideration in next revision and be added 
as an issue.   

• Elaborate on the role of the CEM in the DCM, Darryl B. to reword and provide 
for input to document.  This supposed to go at the introduction of the DCM.  
Darryl’s proposed wording change has been agreed to by Tim and John.  
However, it just needs some minor wording modifications.   John made the 
change with minor changes to the wording.   

• For the comment requiring of additional description for FTM, action for Darryl B. 
to rewrite based on how the model is completed in the end.  Per John, structurally, 
the FaultTreeModel did not change.  Darryl recommends that attribute entryPoint 
be made a list.  Per Tim, if it’s changed to a list, it creates an order that you can 
implement as needed.  The description of attribute entryPoint was modified 
accordingly.  Clarified role of entry point in the schema of level description.    



• The schema for the FTM was modified.  Changed entryPoint to entryPoints and 
added entity StartingPoint which is a subtype of action to be used as an entry 
point.   Updated the descriptions for these accordingly.    

• FaultTreeStep needs enhancement to support fixed strategies has several parts to 
it: 1) Need to be able to specify pre and post action before the Test. 2) Need to 
identify if step is an entryPoint.  3) Need to test for existence of TestOutcomes.  
4) Need to prevent FaultTreeStep from being independently instantiated and 5) 
Ensuring the tree is acyclic.  For each FaultTreeStep, we need to have a list of 
actions.  There will always be a test and a 0…1 step with a list of actions.  John 
will update the model, will add two inverses.  John made the updates; the inverse 
is taken care of including the constraint.  Created pre and post actions on 
FaultTreeStep and ensured existence of outcomes.  Also ensured FaultTreeStep 
cannot be independently instantiated by creating and inverse action and a rule.  
Deferred ensuring the tree is acyclic for consideration in the next revision.      

• Continued going through the resolution comments and address some on the spot, 
others were deferred (logged as issues) and many more were logged as actions in 
the action item list. 

• John stressed the importance of making sure that any of the editorial changes 
made to the document are also reflected in the model.                 

 
Meeting was recessed @ 1845. 
 
 
Minutes Thursday August 19, 2010 

John Sheppard convened the meeting @ 0910. 

Discussion began with a summary of steps to the 1636.99.  First, we have an information 
model for SIMICA Common.  Examine Test Results for those things that belong in either 
1) the SIMICA Common or 2) remain in ATML Common but is referenced by SIMICA 
Common for Test Results.  This is the version of the information model that will be 
published simultaneously with Test Results that could be used as the starting point for the 
new SCC20 Common. 

Plan of action on 1636.1, from this point forward will include 1) finish harmonizing the 
information model with the XML schema, 2) review the resulting information model for 
semantics, 3) iterate if necessary with the XML schema to enhance the semantics and 4) 
proceed with document preparation and ballot. 

IEEE STD 1636-2009 is coming to the end of its trial use period.  The committee will 
need to decide at the January 2011 meeting whether to allow it to go to full use.   

Question posed by Mike S. is what would it take to complete the action items for 1232?  
Review of action item list so that BRC members with assigned actions can evaluate if 
they will be able to complete their actions by AUTOTESTCON.  The bulk of the actions 
have been assigned to Darryl.  However, he has indicated that he might be able to 



complete them.  John has indicated that he should be able to finish his.  Tim has indicated 
that since he only has two actions, he will be able to finish them.  Alicia indicated that 
completing her actions and Michelle’s actions might be difficult to do by 
AUTOTESTCON.  Alicia would like to have all the information from other actions to 
complete hers by September 6th in order to have a chance to complete by Conference.  
Tim proposed that during the Conference the team review the final document one more 
time.  Darryl will participate via phone (if facility has phone available).  Mike S. will 
check to make sure that the hotel facilities have equipment needed to have a telecon with 
Darryl).  Tim and Darryl recommended that the weekly meetings still held.  Tim, Alicia, 
Darryl and John concurred that the weekly meetings be scheduled on Thursday’s at 0930-
1100 CST.         

Darryl B. presented the OID Structure used by ISO Standards Proposal.  He started off 
with Part 28.  In Part 28, they assign OID to the document itself and to the three XML 
schemas, but they did not bother to have escapes.  As far as Darryl knows, we don’t need 
escapes either; they haven’t been used.  John and Mike S. propose using the date 
numbers.  John further added that he doesn’t believe that there will be other standards 
coming out in the same year, therefore using the date shouldn’t be an issue.  John 
indicated that he would like the DMC come after FaultTree.  Further, he indicated that 
whichever way the P28 structure is shown should be the way it will be in the document.  
Darryl pointed out that OIDs don’t have to be assigned to intermediate versions of the 
schema.  John asked if there is another added level of complexity needed in the OID to 
reflect any in process, intermediate, and draft versions of schemas.  Tim indicated that for 
the long cycles, it might be necessary to have added levels.  We only have to publish 
what is going to be submitted to the official OIDs. Darryl recommended that the OID be 
1232dot100 (100) version2011(2011) BNM(1) inprocessVersion(1).  In regards to 
BayesModel namespace, Darryl suggested it be “urn:oid:1.3.111.2.1232.100.2011.1” 
(using P28’s mapping from OID to URN).  Tim and John agree with both, the OID and 
namespace.  There will also be an Annex for OID and another Annex for namespace. 

The next meeting will be held at AUTOTESTCON in Orlando, September 16-18, 2010. 

The 10-C meeting was adjourned @ 1238. 

1. Attendees 
Name Affiliation Email Day 

1  
Day 

2 
Day 

3 
Alwardt, 
Tony 

The Boeing 
Company 

anthony.l.alwardt@boeing.com  X X  

Busch, 
Darryl 

Honeywell darryl.busch@honeywell.com X X X 

Helton, Alicia Lockheed Martin Alicia.helton@lmco.com X X  X 



Kennedy, 
Dexter 

US Army dexter,d.kennedy@us.army.mil X X X 

Olea, 
Matilde 

NSWC, Corona matilde.olea@navy.mil X X X 

Seavey, Mike Northrop 
Grumman 

michael.seavey@ngc.com X  X X  

Sheppard, 
John 

Montana State 
University 

John.sheppard@cs.montana.edu X X X 

Wilmering, 
Tim 

Boeing timothy.j.wilmering@boeing.com  X X X 

Strasser, 
Shane 

Montana State 
University 

Shane.strasser@cs.montana.edu X X  

 

2. Action Item Summary 

Old Action Items 

• 10a-01: (Was Issue 08D-02) Simon J., Alicia, Darryl, Tony A., John S., and 
(Dr.?) Steve B. to document problems, issues, concerns, and/or difficulties in 
using the AI-ESTATE standard. Information will be used in the development of 
the User’s Guide document. While this item will be directed to the users guide 
some effort will be applied to “gaps” in the services or in the models where, for 
instance, a required model feature may not be needed for all users. 

Status: Open 

• 10A-02 John S. will provide the information on the MSU doorbell demo to Simon 
J. to develop the approach to the 1232 User’s Guide. 

Status: Open (in work) John received permission from the Navy to release this 
and other related demo material.   

• 10A-03 Simon J to develop a strawman 1232 User’s Guide initial document for 
the 10B meeting in Piscataway. 

Status: Open 

• Action Item 08D-17: John S. to examine the OASIS DEX on Aviation 
Maintenance as it relates to SIMICA (including operational context?). 

Status: OPEN 



• Action Item 09B-01: Joe S. to arrange for NAVAIR Craig M. (or other 
stakeholder) to attend DMC meeting to discuss obsolescence model for SIMICA. 

Status: OPEN 

• 10b-01: Anand J., Tony A., Ion N. and Chris G. – Decide what to do with the 
Events and Data elements within TestResults. 

Status: CLOSED 

• 10b-02:  Tony to devise a strategy for implementing the derived ATML 1671 
Common for use in MAI – due 22 April. 

Status: CLOSED 

New Action Items 

• Action Item 10C-01:  Darryl B. to implement the OID approach for the exchange 
file header issue. 

Status: OPEN 

• Action Item 10C-02:  Tim to restructure conformance section to better describe 
which conformance elements apply to diagnostic reasoning applications and 
which apply to exchange file instances and to reorder the statements to group 
accordingly in separate subclauses.  

Status: OPEN 

• Action Item 10C-03:  Comment numbers 550, 551, 552, 220, 236, 240, 241, 219, 
and 569: Darryl B. rewriting clause 7.0 schema and associated services. 

Status: OPEN 

• Action Item 10C-04:  Darryl B. to send the commentary on the services model to 
John.  

 Status: OPEN 
• Action Item 10C-05:  Comment 79, Alicia H. and Michelle H. to scan text for 

Courier New used in entities and model references.  Awaiting updated models 
from John to complete action item. 

Status: OPEN 



• Action Item 10C-06:  Comment 197, original action redefined.  The action is 
now for Darryl to restructure services section so that Reasoner Manipulation 
Services is now clause 7.0.   

Status: OPEN 

• Action Item 10C-07: Alicia and John to make sure that any editorial comments 
against clause 6 must also reflect in the model. 

Status: OPEN 

• Action Item 10C-08:  Comment 253, Darryl to add service. 

Status: OPEN 

• Action Item 10C-09:  Comment 556, Darryl to do update the descriptive text for 
getDiagnosticResults. 

Status: OPEN 

• Action Item 10C-10:  Comment 554, Michelle to provide recommended new 
format and bring back to BRC for agreement. 

Status: OPEN 

• Action Item 10C-11:  Comment 464, Alicia to fix W3C trademark usage. 

Status: OPEN 

• Action Item 10C-12:  Comment 580, Tim to provide the appropriate references 
to Further Reading Section. 

Status: OPEN 

• Action Item 10C-13:  Comment 597, Michelle and Alicia - - Add clause to table 
when Darryl completes services model. (3 part action, see 10C-19 and 10C-20) 

Status: OPEN 

• Action Item 10C-14:  Comment 597, Darryl to update services table. (3 part 
action, see 10C-18 and 10C-20) 

Status: OPEN 



• Action Item 10C-15:  Comment 597, Alicia to move backtrack note to separate 
clause at the end of Required Services clause and refer to it from each service. (3 
part action, see 10C-18 and 10C-19) 

Status: OPEN 

• Action Item 10C-16:  Comment 633, Michelle to search document for acronyms 
and add to Acronym list. 

Status: OPEN 

• Action Item 10C-17:  John to update all models and regenerate the XSDs 

Status: OPEN 

• Action Item 10C-18: John to correct models and Darryl to validate in tools.  

Status: OPEN 

• Action Item 10C-19:  Comment 740, Darryl to examine current implementation 
of elementsRollup for correctness to see if a change is necessary.  If it is not 
correct and a change is necessary we need to determine what change is necessary 
and how it affects the rest of the model.     

Status: OPEN 

• Action Item 10C-20:  Row 760, Darryl to update services table to remove 
Models Loaded state.  Also need to look at the removed setActiveModel service 
to determine if any part of it needs to be included in the loadDiagnositcModel 
services. 

Status: OPEN 

• Action Item 10C-21:  Row 760, Alicia to update state diagram to match model. 

Status: OPEN 

• Action Item 10C-22:  Mike S. to prepare and maintain draft of  P1636.1 and 
provide to DMC membership for review as drafts are completed. 

Status: OPEN 

• Action Item 10C-23:  Comment 416, John and Darryl to fix error if it exists. 2) 
Validate all schemas using XMLSpy2009 and W3C validator and determine if 
there are any discrepancies.  Known errors: Part 28 import error, key error, keyref 
error. 



Status: OPEN 

• Action Item 10C-24:  Mike S. to give Teresa L. and Tony A. comment 416 (see 
Action Item 10C-28) and for Teresa and Tony to provide back a report of errors.  

Status: OPEN 

• Action Item 10C-25:  Comment 539, Darryl and Alicia to make all parameters 
required and define values for unspecified parameters that are currently listed as 
parameters.  

Status: OPEN 

• Action Item 10C-26:  Darryl B. to forward Mike S. record of his correspondence 
of ISO regarding copyright.  Mike to discuss this issue with IEEE. 

Status: OPEN 

• Action Item 10C-27:  Alicia and Michelle to format document for submittal. 

Status: OPEN 

• Action Item 10C-28:  Alicia and Michelle to provide final copy to Britt Frank for 
QA.  

Status: OPEN 

 

3. Open Issues 

• Issue 07B-1: The current order constraint in 1232-2002 is difficult to understand 
and, therefore, difficult to use. The DMC decided to “minimalize” the order 
constraint to focus only on preconditions and added actions to the model. It is 
recognized that this minimalist construct is at best suboptimal and possibly 
“broken.” Unfortunately, timing prevents a new construct being included in the 
model, and the DMC felt something needed to be there to address ordering. For 
the next revision, a more expressive and usable order constraint facility needs to 
be incorporated into the model, replacing the current minimalist construct. One 
proposal on hand is Log #451. 

Status: OPEN Medium Priority  

• Issue 08A-1: Craig M of NAVAIR suggested several additions to the SIMICA 
model at the 08-A meeting. One of those suggestions was to add a subtype of 
Design Model: Obsolescence Model. The question is whether the Obsolescence 



Model can be used a basis for triggering a maturation event and thereby affecting 
the Diagnostics Model. 

Status: OPEN Low Priority (Need to have meeting with Craig or other 
stakeholder to determine way forward.) 

• Issue 09B-01: Post-2010 revision of AI-ESTATE to include constructs, facilities, 
and services to support PHM (especially prognostics). Specific examples that 
must be covered include gray-scale health and time-to-fail. 

Status: OPEN Medium Priority 

• Issue 09C-01: It is unclear that the subcommittee has the resources, knowledge, 
background, etc., necessary to standardize on “operational context” for either 
diagnostics or prognostics. For that matter, given that context is domain specific, 
we are not sure that it is even possible. 

Status: OPEN Low Priority 

• Issue 10A-01 Deprecation issue -- there are elements such as hardwareitem in 
2007 Test Results that are replaced by, for instance,  c:hardwareinstance.  These 
replacements will break existing applications if proper namespace management is 
not used. The old Test Results namespace for 2007 will be made available on the 
SCC20 website for some period of time to support deprecation.  New applications 
should map to the 2009/2010 version of the namespace. 

Status: OPEN Medium Priority 

• Issue 10A-02 There is an issue of how to harmonize SIMICA Common and 
ATML Common. 

Status: OPEN High Priority (STATUS: PAR 1636.99 approved to work this 
issue) 

New Issues: 

• Issue 10C-01 The SimicaCommon.xsd still includes a WorkOrder complex type.   

Status: OPEN Medium Priority   

• Issue 10C-03:  Need rules to enforce levels and mutual dependencies between 
RepairItem-FunctionItem-Failure-Fault mapping in 1232 CEM.   

Status: OPEN Medium Priority   



• Issue 10C-04:  In AI-ESTATE the current semantics won’t support representing 
multiple disjoint ambiguity groups. 

Status: OPEN Medium Priority   

• Issue 10C-05:  1232 FailureDistributions are currently expressed in terms of time, 
however some applications express FailureRates in terms of cycles.  AI-ESTATE 
should support this.   

Status: OPEN Medium Priority   

• Issue 10C-06:  AI-ESTATE DLM EXPRESS needs to be updated with 
constraints that limit easily identified nonsense rules. 

Status: OPEN Medium Priority 

• Issue 10C-07:  AI-ESTATE FTM EXPRESS needs a rule to ensure the tree is 
acyclic.      

Status: OPEN Medium Priority 

• Issue 10C-08:  AI-ESTATE CEM needs to be examined to determine role and 
use for FailureMechanism. 

Status: OPEN Medium Priority 

 

1. Items Logged at 10-C Meeting 

• #491 MAI Ballot Response - -  Mike S. 8/17/10 
• #492 SAE IVHM Steering Committee Charter - -  Tim W. 8/17/10 
• #493 EXPRESS to OWL Presentation - -  Shane S. 8/17/10 
• #494 OID Presentation - -  Mike S. 8/17/10 
• #495 P1671 Annex A - -  Mike S. 8/17/10 
• #496 OID Proposal - - Darryl B. 8/17/10 

 
2. Standards Development Roadmap 
 
Project  Task  Date Due  

P1232 Revision 
(expires 

Reconcile the Existing Service Text  Mid-September 
2010 



12/31/2010) 

 Complete Express Model in EDM 
Tool (check and validate) 

Mid-September 
2010 

 Generate XML Schemas Mid-September 
2010 

 Assemble Final Doc (models, accept 
all changes,) 

Mid-September 
2010 

 

Reconcile Section Numbering, other 
accumulated general format changes, 
reference integrity, etc. - generate 
redline) 

Mid-September 
2010 

 QA Late-September 
2010 

 Commence Recirculation October 17, 2010 

 Submit to Standards Board  
October 17, 2010 

 

 Standards Board Approval December 2010 

P1232.3 User’s 
Guide (expires 
12/31/13) 

Draft Strawman  January 2011 

 First Draft March 2011  

 Complete Final Draft September 2011 

 Ballot December 2011 

 Ballot Resolution March 2012 

 Commence Recirculation March 2012 

 Standards Board Approval June 2012 

P1636.1 (PAR 
expires 12/2013) 

Complete information model  Mid-October 2010 

 Synchronize information model and 
XML schema 

Mid-November 
2010 

 Draft document Mid-November 



2010 

 Go to Ballot December 2010 

 Negative Ballot Resolution January 2011 

 Recirculation April 2011  

 Submit to Standards Board May 1, 2011 

 Standards Board Approval June 2011 

P1636.99 
(PAR expires 
12/2014) 

Complete information model  Mid-October 2010 

 Create XML schema November 1, 2010 

 Synchronize information model and 
XML schema 

Mid-November 
2010 

 Draft document Mid-November 
2010 

 Go to Ballot December 2010 

 Negative Ballot Resolution January 2011 

 Recirculation April 2011  

 Submit to Standards Board May 1, 2011 

 Standards Board Approval June 2011 

 



 

3. Proposed 10- D Agenda 

• Call to Order 
• Approval of Agenda 
• Reports 

o Chair's report 
o Secretary's report 
o Liaison Reports (CS, I&M, AES, SAE) 
o Brief Presentations 

• P1232 AI-ESTATE 
o Final Review 
o Prepare for Recirculation 

• P1232.3 User’s Guide  
o Strawman Review 

• P1636 SIMICA 
o P1636 Trial use to Full use 
o P1636.99  
o P1636.1 

• SCC20 Common Discussion 
• Final Discussions on All Topics 
• Review Old Action Items 
• Review New Action Items 
• Set Agenda for 11-A Meeting 
• Adjourn 

 


